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for the USW AP project, represented by Uswap Team. lt 

includes all data, graphs, references and empirical 

observations to conclude this business model. 
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INTRODUCTION TO USWAP DEX 

Uswap is a modified and improved version of the UniSwap v2 project 

launched on the TRON network by the Uswap team. DeFi is constantly 

evolving and according to qualitative data  users today prefer to place their 

trust in decentralized platforms rather than centralized exchanges and 

dapps which pose challenges such as security and hacking. DeFi is the 

fastest growing industry on Blockchain
2 
and we are only at the beginning.

Uswap is unique and differs from other DEX projects as it offers not only an 

exchange / swap to use, but also the first IDO launchpad on TRON for 

third party developers and their project as well as the first public NFT 

marketplace on TRON.  USwap DEX is an ecosystem in itself and are 

simplifying the world of DEFI wtih games (gameFI) that appeals to the 

masses. Uswap aims to protect and ensure the safety and security to it´s 

users and brings back the trust for DEX token projects on the TRON 

network. Uswap´s mission is to be the leading DEX for the people. 

We have designed a decentralized exchange with our users in mind, With 

the phrase "simplicity is the ultimate sophistication" we present to you the 

USwap DEX! 

• • 
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VVHAT IS USWAP DEX? 

Uswap is the leading Decentralized Exchange (DEX) powered by the TRON 

network. A simple exchange solution with an intuitive UI that is easy to 

3 
understand and use. lt is Smart Contract based, verified (audited code) and is 

completely safe as a result. 

USwap 
After the SlowMist security team's audit, the audit result is 

Passed 
NO. 0X002011110003 

Contract Address: 

Router: THPMGRqM7asytcp7nMu6MBR8X3dV3NiLa8; Factory: TQ4F8Gr1 qRKcMva64qYweAJNAVtgfj6ZJd; 

Address Link: 

Router: https://tronscan.org/#/contractfTH PMGRqM?asytcp 7nMu6MBR8X3dV3NiLa8; Factory: https://tronscan.org/ 
#/contractfTQ4F8Gr1 qRKcMva64qYweAJNAVtgfj6ZJd; 

Summary: 

The SlowMist security team use a manual and SlowMist team's analysis tool to audit the project, no high-risk, no medi 
um-risk, no low-risk vulnerabilities were found during the audit, There has an enhancement suggestion. 

Solidity Security Audit 

Overflow Audit 

Safety Design Audit 

Design Logic Audit 

Scoping and Declarations Audit 

Arithmetic Accuracy Deviation Audit 

SI 

Race Conditions Audit Permission Vulnerability Audit 

Denial of Service Audit Gas Optimization Audit 

"Falsa-Deposit" Vulnerability Audit Malicious Event Log Audit 

Replay Attack Audit Uninitialized Storage Pointer Audit 

SlowMist certified approval4

0.3% of the exchange token fees are distributed amongst liquidity providers 

to incentivise participants on providing liquidity to the Uswap exchange. 
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VVHAT IS THE UME TOKEN? 

At the heart of Uswap ecosystem lies the UME token, the 
proprietary governance token of the Uswap DEX, giving our 

clients various options of generating revenue.

Additionally, UME will be used for future projects and entry into 
IDO pre-sales of new tokens projects launching through Uswap. 

The UME raised in IDO pre-sales will by used for locked 
liquidity as burn of UME creating a deflationary model over 

long term

UME is the gateway token for all Uswap services and upcoming 
features. This token has been designed to give holders maximum 

value with an array of use cases, both current and future. Holders 
will appreciate this value which is outlined below: 

♦ UME has a limited total supply of 23 million tokens and this number will never increase.

Only decrease through burning features from the IDO launchpad. The UME emissions

rate (mining speed) is adjustable and is adjusted according to market requirements and 

demand. There is no set date for farming completion

♦ 100% of the supply will be mined over time (released through mining pools) and no 

tokens were reserved for team members which simply means, even Uswap team must

obtain UME through mining

♦ Critical to have to access all future IDO projects in pre-sale

♦ Essential for access to a number of Uswap DeFi Services

♦ Multiple use cases (Farming, Governance, Voting, IDO participation, Gaming etc.)

♦ Exclusive benefits for holders through USwap DEX 

♦ Utility use case in the upcoming Uswap mobile gaming
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STATISTICS AND F IGURES

Below represents the most recent figures (Decen1ber 2020) 
recorded on our database by our statistical analysts and external 

re s ou rces .5
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2k 
1k 
0 

Figures 1 and 2 represent the overall users, transactions and 
total volume since launch to date (Dec 2020). The growth has 
been phenomenal in only 30 days and we project substantial 

further growth in the coming months. 

NOV 02 Nov 16 DEC 02 

FIGURE 1. USWAP STATISTICS. REF'. DAPPRADAR.COIVI 

USERS 

16.01k 642.42%

TRANSACTIONS 

244.29k 1320.1s%

FIGURE 2 .  USWAP STATISTICS. REF'. DAPPRADAR.COM 
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VOLUME 

$25.31M 677.07% 
867.SM TRX 
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UME FINANCE 

Urne Finance is our official farming portal for the proprietary 

governance token UME on the USwap DEX. Users are able to stake 

a number of LP tokens provided by Uswap DEX when providing 

liquidity to selected pairs, effectively earning UME proportionate 

to the value staked. Two assets are required in equal amounts 

(50/50) to add liquidity to USwap and to begin staking the LP 

tokens at ume. finance. 

♦ 0.1%%daily staking fee , subtracted when claim of rewards

♦ Not all pools are subject to staking fee

♦ Staking fee is used to expand and improve the Uswap ecosystem

Mining output (staking rewards) are adjustable and is revised according

to demand

Note: Farming through the USwap farming portal is the ideal way of 

earning UME tokens. The Uswap team recommends farming UME tokens 

as it completely eliminates any kind of risk and you would effectively be 

receiving UME for free which can be used to participate in multiple high 

potential projects on TRON launched through the Uswap IDO launchpad . • • 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Uswap & UME together as part of the Uswap ecosystem 

promises to be a game changer in the DeFi space. 

The release of the Uswap DEX, the Uswap farmland, the 

IDO launchpad and the NFT marketplace all 

integrated in Uswap platform is a unique conepts 

never seen before, it drives multiple communities to 

gather and utilize the servies Uswap offers. 

This builds demand for the ecosystem services and

the concept will drive demand for the UME token. While 

UME have no intrinsic value, the value lies in the 

potential profits and revenue that will be generated by 

the Uswap ecosystem. 

DISCLAIMER 

This Whitepaper was created by Uswap team for the use of 

information dissemination for the broad public and related parties. 

The contents herein may not be copied, edited, sold, or distributed 

under another name and Uswap holds full copyrights. Information 

and content contained herein is subject to change without prior 

notice. The UME token is not a share or equity in the system, it is a 

Governance token which has no monetary financial value but multiple 

use cases. 

© Copyright 2020. USWAP. All Rights Reserved . 
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